Poetry Final Portfolio
100 pt. Major Grade

1. Select four or more poems that you have written this year to include in your portfolio. 80 pts.
2. You may also include one or two poems/songs that you enjoy from other authors or poems that you have written previously.
3. You will need to write an Introduction or Author’s Note about the poems that you have in your portfolio. Your Introduction/Note should include a paragraph about the things you’ve learned about poetry. The next several paragraphs will focus on the poems you have selected. Discuss the poems’ imagery, themes and tones. Consider writing a paragraph that focuses on your best poem. The last paragraph should explain the grade that you think/feel you have earned for your Portfolio. 10 pts.
4. Include artworks, graphics or photos as you see fit.
5. All poems should be in final copy format. Presentation is part of your grade. The shape poem is a notable exception. 10 pts.